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Osage Ventures Completes
Series A Preferred Investment In SevOne
Performance Management Software Company to Use Funding to Continue Expansion
BALA CYNWYD, PA – September 4, 2007 – Osage Ventures announced today that it has led a
Series A Preferred investment of $1.5 million in SevOne, Inc. Osage is the sole institutional
investor. Already profitable, SevOne plans to use the proceeds to expand sales and marketing
and overall operations.
SevOne provides application and network performance management software delivered as an
integrated appliance to its already growing list of thirty customers. Their performance
transparency suite of products provides, in real-time, statistics critical to an enterprise’s IT
infrastructure success. The Company’s headquarters are in Newark, DE.
“The value proposition of SevOne is quite clear. Nothing in the marketplace can manage and
monitor performance statistics of an enterprise in real time at an affordable price like they can,”
stated Darren C. Wallis, Managing Partner at Osage Ventures. “This is critical for markets such
as healthcare, financial services, and communications, all areas where SevOne has blue-chip
customers.”
Michael Phelan, President of SevOne, remarked, “We are excited to have Osage as a valuable
partner and look forward to their guidance as we continue to expand our customer base and grow
our product line. Our advanced architecture represents a dramatic leap in network and
application performance management. Imagine if your body only monitored itself every minute or
if it only monitored major organs. Likewise, every element and every application in a healthy IT
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system must be continuously monitored for truly effective performance management. SevOne
makes this possible and practical.”
Robert Adelson, President of Osage, remarked, “SevOne’s rapid growth is attributable to both the
drive of the entrepreneurial team and their unique offering in the marketplace. The Company’s
platform is validated by world-class customers such as JP Morgan Chase, NYU Medical Center
and Time Warner.” Wallis and Adelson have joined SevOne’s Board of Directors.

About Osage Ventures
Osage Ventures is a venture capital fund that seeks to invest in determined and creative
entrepreneurs that have a unique concept or product. Osage provides capital and value-added
services to early stage IT/enabling technology and life science/healthcare businesses in the
Northeast corridor. Initial investments range from $1 – 2 million. Osage is actively making new
investments. Additional information is available at www.osageventures.com.
About SevOne
SevOne provides comprehensive Application and Network Performance Management software
delivered as an affordable, integrated appliance. Managing today’s demanding enterprise
requires Performance Transparencytm. Management needs proof of what is happening now, but
also must see what has occurred historically to verify Application and Network Performance,
validate Service Level Agreements, and manage costs. Until now, performance management has
been very expensive, complex, and difficult to support. A truly effective and comprehensive
performance solution before SevOne was impractical. Additional information is available at
www.sevone.com.
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